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Six  Sigma  on  the  front  line
New proglTam  engages hourly employees

BY     KEN      CHEVERIE      &      MARE      IROMOTO,

CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

AND      LOUANN       HULSMAN,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

A
new Six Sigma program  is being embraced  by front line

employees in two MLF plants,  providing an environment

that increases two-way communication
and participation in work

area improvements.

Canada  Bread Fresh  Bakery in

Hamilton, Ontario, just west

of Toronto, is one of two

plants piloting Six Sigma  at
the Edge.  Intensive training

for management staff began
in  November 2005 and

officially kicked off at the

plant in  February 2006. The

positive results to date are a
direct reflection of the

commitment shown by the loc,
the plant management team
and the site coordinator.

production supervisor at the Hamilton plant, manages the day-
to-day operations of At the Edge.  He is responsible for training

and coaching the plant supervisors on all aspects of the initiative

and updating the management team each week. Training has

been completed with two supervisors who are now leading three
separate work groups, one in shipping and two in maintenance.

The management team at
Hamilton  built their foundation by clearly

identifying their strategic objectives and goals.

They worked hard at defining what success

looks like for both the pilot and the plant -

success that is both  measurable and deliverable.

Site Coordinator Ken Cheverie, formerly a

Shown are members of the Canada
Bread Fresh Bakery (Hamilton) plant
Shipping Area work group: (back row,
L-R) Ken Cheverie, Site Coordinator;
Steve Turco; Tim Kinnear; Sam Toma;
Karen Skelton, QA Technician; (front
row, I-R) Anto Apnuil Khamro; Emad
Shamo, Shipping Supervisor; and
Yousif Silo.

The work groups meet on a
regular basis and  actively discuss

improvements in processes they

perform everyday. The meetings
are held in a quiet area on the

plant floor that allows work

group members to fully

participate.

The first work group was formed

on  March  15 with seven

members of the shipping

department. This area

historically was very congested

and the employees had

difficulty charging  push truck

motors, storing materials,

retrieving needed items for

production and  maintaining

general  housekeeping.

"There was a feeling of frustration among the

employees working within this constrained space

and trying to meet the needs of production,"
Ken said.  ''These issues and  problems were

brainstormed within the work group meeting

Six Sigma -conft.nued on page 2
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Sailing  through  Change  at

joint  HR/LR  oonferenoe
BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Last
March,  53 enthusiastic

Human  Resources and

Labour Relations professionals from

the former Schneider Foods,  Maple

Leaf Consumer Foods (MLCF),

Mitchell's Gourmet Foods and  Larsen

Packers Ltd. joined together for the

first time since becoming part of the

merged  MLCF team.  ''Navigating

Change, Guiding  Leaders" was the

theme of Maple Leaf Consumer

Foods'  initial  HR/LR conference  held

March  2-3  in AIIiston,  Ontario.

Jo-Ellen  Robertson,  VP Human

Resources, and Wayne Short, VP

Labour Relations,  launched the highly

anticipated event. They welcomed

participants and shared their
conference objective, which aimed to

enhance the group's understanding of

their new roles, the direction of the

organization and their connection

with fellow team members.  With a

focus on  managing and  leading

change to foster positive personal and

organizational growth, the two-day
conference included engaging

presentations and fun team-building
activities.

MLCF  President Rick Young  highlighted

details of the merged company profile.

Rick spoke with enthusiastic candor

about the accomplishments and

challenges experienced  in the first year

as a  merged organization and  laid out

the business and  human  resources

strategies for the coming year.

Similar excitement about the company's

future was echoed in other

presentations.  lan  Henry, VP Labour
Relations,  Corporate, and  Bob Hedley,

VP Leadership, Corporate,  emphasized

the leadership role that human

resources and labour relations play in

making  Maple Leaf Foods a talent-rich

organization.  Mark  Hornick,  Senior VP,

Marketing and Product Development

for MLCF,  addressed the team's

contribution  in  leading  brand

development and  innovation while

David  Baum, a  best-selling author and

respected change management

consultant, taught conference

participants how to juggle the
challenges of change management -
literally and figuratively.

The end of the conference marked a
new voyage for the talented and highly

motivated HR/LR team as they departed

with a strengthened team dynamic and

the ability to weather the stormy seas

of change management.

Human Ftesources and LaboLlr Ftelations employees from across MLCF attended a joint conference last March.

Six Sigma -conft'nued from page I

and a number of improvement
initiatives were defined."

The work group proposed a design to
reduce congestion and improve the

overall safety of the area. The benefits

of this improvement include: a

designated area for charging push truck

batteries,  increased storage capacity of

47 percent, a balanced ingredient
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receiving schedule,  reduced time to fill

an ingredient request from 45 to five
minutes and improved housekeeping.

Others in the plant now want to

participate and improve their work
areas.

By providing structure,  discipline and

ownership of processes through Six

Sigma methodology and metrics, At the
Edge allows all employees to develop

skills,  build  leadership competencies

and be more fact-based when making
decisions. As a  result, we are seeing an

increase in accountabjlities,  improved

dialogue and ownership of processes,

At the Edge is also being piloted at the

Maple Leaf Frozen  Bakery (Rivermede)

plant in Concord, Ontario. Stay tuned
for news on how it's doing in the next

edition!



Workshops, seminars,
interactive events, samples

and contests focused on
healthy living attracted women of all

ages. Of these women, 69 percent make
the shopping decisions for their

households. This was the perfect venue

to be Externally Focused and reach the

primary shopper and buyer -the Maple
Leaf consumer.

This was Maple Leaf Consumer Foods'

second year and Schneider Foods' first

time participating  in  LIFEfest. These two

Masterbrands worked together to
coordinate all details of the execution,

while appealing to different consumer

needs with separate booths. Our call for

volunteers was answered by many

departments from Sales and Finance to

Marketing, Supply Chain and the Art

Department. Many were involved in

pre-show preparations and all
contributed by giving up a few hours of

their weekend to work the booths.

LIFEfest not only brought us closer to

our consumers but provided

opportunities to be Externally Focused

and work with colleagues we do not
interact with daily. We worked as a

team to communicate our product
features and benefits to consumers. The

show also provided  us with an  insight

into our competitors' products and

consumer messages.

Maple Leaf featured the line of Fully

Participating in the LifeFEST consumer show were: (I.R) Vincent Tedesco, Customer Sales Ftepresentative,
Retail; Anna Seymour, Consumer Marketing Manager and Julie Brown, Assistant Consumer Marketing
Manager.

Cooked Roasts and sampled the top
sellers -Maple Leaf Beef Pot Roast in

Homestyle Gravy,  Maple Leaf Turkey

Breast in an  Herb Gravy Sauce and

Maple  Leaf Boneless Skinless Chicken

Breasts in Sweet & Sour Sauce. These

products, ready in 10 minutes, are part
of the Heart and Stroke Foundation.s

Health CheckTM program.   We also

offered  Maple Leaf Ready Crisp bacon

slices and  Maple  Leaf Flakes of Less Salt

Ham with a  little mayo on a rice

cracker. Consumers were interested in

convenience products that taste great.
We also handed out recipe booklets

and coupons to remind them to buy
Maple Leaf roasts during their next visit

to their local grocery store.

At the Schneider Foods booth, we
engaged consumers over more than

20,000 samples of Lifestyle Fat Free

sliced  Meats,  new Quick Serve Beef &

Chicken  Strips and  Oh  Naturel!  Chick.n

Nuggets. Our pamphlets offered

nutritional  benefits, a  list of retailers

that carry the product line and

coupons. Some consumers liked our

products so much that they came back
for a second taste.  It is so rewarding to

hear consumers tell you how wonderful

your product tastes, that they only
purchase your products or are truly
interested in  learning  more.

LIFEfest 2006 was a  huge success thanks

to all who participated throughout the
three-day event.

''Passionate people; passionate about

food'' were clearly at work at LIFEfest

2006!
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BY      LAURA      FAST,

ELITE      SWINE

It
was a trip we would never

forget. On  March 24, a group

of 39 youths and adults,

including  myself and two Elite Swine

producer couples, boarded a bus
traveling from  Kleefeld,  Manitoba to

Minneapolis,  Minnesota, where we

caught a flight to New Orleans,

Louisiana. We were a volunteer group

with  Mennonite Disaster Service

(MDS), a faith-based,  bi-national

agency that operates throughout
Canada and the United States.

MDS, which was founded 55 years ago,

responds to disasters by providing

volunteer leadership and labour for

cleanup,  repair and reconstruction of

damaged or destroyed homes.

Our group was split into two groups,

half of which were stationed in Pass

Christian,  Mississippi, a town where 90

percent of the homes were damaged
or destroyed by the 30-foot storm
surge and winds of Hurricane Katrina.

The other half went to Pointe aux
Chenes,  Louisiana, where Katrina's

winds started the damage but
Hurricane Rita caused widespread

flooding with a storm surge of 10 to

12 feet. I was part of the group that
stayed  in  Louisiana.

Pointe aux Chenes is located  in the

heart of the bayou, but not found on
most maps. The closest city is Houma.
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A groLlp of volunteer workers that traveled to hurricane-ravaged Louisiana inclLided: (back row, I-R)
Darren and Alvira Warkentin (Elite Swine producers -Rosen Pork), Merle and Kyle Plett (Elite Swine
producers -Spring Meadow Acres) and (in front) Laura Fast, Medication Purchasing Coordinator,
Elite Swine.

The residents are mostly Cajun,  many

of which rely on the water for their
livelihood as shrimpers,  oystermen,

crabbers and fishermen. This area of

Louisiana is experiencing the loss of 25

to 30 square miles of marsh and dry

ground each year as the salt water
from the Gulf moves inland. As the

coast loses its protective buffer,  it is

leaving  Louisiana more vulnerable to

hurricanes.

During the week we volunteered, we
worked  in several communities in the

Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes.

We did everything from re-roofing a

home, painting the exterior of a house
and putting up new siding to gutting

and  rebuilding interiors of homes. We

assisted  in  building a  new church that

was relocated from Isle de Jean

Charles, where it was destroyed by the
hurricanes.  In  all, our group of  19

worked on at least eight different
sites.

When our week was completed, the
two groups met up in New Orleans

where we were taken on a city tour.
We saw the damage firsthand,

especially the ninth ward, the area

hardest hit within the city,  Plain white

FEMA trailers were a common site on

yards and  in trailer parks.

Helping out those in need was great,

but meeting the residents and

building friendships with them was

even better. By volunteering, we

experienced the human aspect of the

storm's damage.

To see how MDS is working  in the Gulf

Coast, please check out their website

at www.mds.mennonite.net.



Gourmet taste  at a  discount  price
Michelina's  introclucos  Budget,  Gourmet

BY      JOHN      YEN      AND      KRISSY

HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF

CONSUMER      FOODS

In
April,  Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

(MLCF)  introduced  Budget

GourmetTM,  a  new line of four value-priced

Michelina's entrees that can  be profitably

sold for 99 cents.

Already successfully established  in the  U.S.,

Budget Gourmet is targeted for limited

distribution  in box stores across Ontario

and Quebec. The line is strategically

designed to meet two important demands
from grocery retailers:

•    Provide a further point of distinction

between the products available at their

traditional grocery stores and their box

stores  (e.g.  Zehrs vs.  No  Frills).  By

featuring Budget Gourmet in box stores

only,  it helps retailers reinforce the

value that this store format represents.

•    Create an opportunity to drive shoppers

to their box stores with a hot feature

price and still  make money.  Budget
Gourmet hits a  key retail  price point

while still  delivering  profitability.

As competitors increase their investment in

the retail trade, the competition for

prominent brand promotion in grocery
flyers becomes increasingly aggressive.

Responding to this level of competition,

Budget Gourmet is the triple win solution

that benefits retailers, consumers and

MLCF.  In addition to meeting the

marketing and financial demands of

retailers, consumers can  purchase a

delicious meal solution at a  hot feature

price and  MLCF retains its competitive edge
through increased brand promotion.

Just another example of how MLCF

exemplifies its external focus!

Project I e-
Our journey

to  One

environment
BY      DAVE      WILSON,      MAPLE

LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

The team formed in January,

moved to the War Room in
March, completed process mapping

modules in April and has started data

rationalization. We are well  into this

41-week project and the process is

rolling along.

What's rolling? Project  le -the No.1

priority for Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery.
The goal?  To merge all of our U.S. and

Canadian systems into one

environment, which will simplify and

standardize company systems and

practices.

Over the past few years,  MLFB  has

built a strong North American entity

out of two (Canadian and  U.S.)

operations.  Responsibilities have been

realigned and strong leadership and a

skilled work force have been

developed. We now need to align core

processes and systems, removing
inefficiencies that occur when

operating as two companies.

Chartered as a Six Sigma  project in

order to provide a disciplined

approach and to weigh risks, a core

team has been dedicated to this

project full time with assistance from
CIS experts and the user community.

Some of the expected benefits are:

standardize and adopt best practices,
infrastructure enhanced for future

acquisitions, one system for future

implementations, data access from one

location and Continuous Improvement.

This important project will affect many

people at MLFB. The importance of
completing  it on time, with as little

disruption to the business as possible,

will  rely on the continued drive,

patience and efforts of the project
team and our system users. Changes

are inevitable, however, very

important to the future strategies of
the Company.
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From  the  egg  to  the  table
BY      BRANDY      BARRON,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS      (POULTRY)

The  answe,r  is  ve|Ty

clear -when  il  come,s
Lo  Maple  Leaf  FTresh

Foods,  iL  is  Lhe,  egg  lhaL

comes  firs[,!  But, beyond

I,hal,  \\,rha[,  (1o  mos[,

people  know aboul,  lhc
en[,ire  piTocess?

The  Beginning

Our Live Supply team starts the process

by bringing  in  breeder birds that lay

fertilized eggs, which hatch into the

chickens that will  be processed  by MLFF.

At about 20 weeks of age,  male birds

(cockerels) are introduced to the female
flock.  In the barn, there are  10 females

to each cockerel. The cockerel  is

responsible for fertilizing the eggs and

each  hen will  lay 150 to  155 eggs over

the course of the production period.
The flock lays eggs up until  58 or 60

weeks of age. The average fertility of

the flock is 84.3 percent, which

represents the percentage of eggs laid

that will  become chicks.
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The  Hatchery

The eggs are collected and kept at a

cooler temperature to ensure that they
do not start to develop. The eggs are

picked up on each farm twice a week
and prepared to set in incubators.

Maple Leaf Foods has five hatcheries

across Canada,  including one of the

country's largest hatcheries located in

New Hamburg, Ontario. This facility has

an annual  capacity of 57  million chicks.

Eggs are placed in trays with the tip

down, which ensures that the air pocket
of the egg faces up. This is key to

healthy chick development. The eggs

then spend 21  days in the incubators,

where they are kept in a temperature-
controlled environment and rocked

gently back and forth. Once the chicks
hatch and the egg debris is separated

from the chicks, they move to
inspection.

Though the chick is only about a day

old,  it is actually possible to determine

gender. At the tip of the wings, there
appears to be a line of more mature
feathers.  If there's a single row, then  it's

a female and a double row typifies a

male.  Depending on the order, chicks

are either `'sexed" to separate males or

females or sent out in  mixed flocks.

These chicks are then transferred to

clean crates and delivered to the farm

that day.

At the  Farm

The chicks spend about six weeks at the

farm, which is a period of growth.

Maple Leaf aims for chickens that are an

average weight of 2.15 kilograms.

Lighting, temperature and feed quality

F   JFF-

can all  impact the size of the birds.

Maple Leaf Animal  Nutrition  provides

chick feed for some of the farms,

particularly those that grow
NutriprimeTM fed  birds,  which  is a  diet of

vegetable grain with  no animal  by-

products. Over 350 farmers provide
chicken to our processors, each  living

within an approximately four-hour

range of the processing locations. The

biggest farms can grow 50,000 to

100,000 chickens every eight-week cycle.

After the chickens leave the barns, litter

cleaning and sanitation takes place in

the remaining two weeks of the cycle.

Our Live Supply team  is responsible for

managing bird scheduling to the plants.

They have to consider the average size

of the flocks, plant capacity, weather,

quota allocations and vacation time for
the growers.

At the  Plant

MLFF has five plants located across the

country -Kentville,  NS;  Edmonton, AB;

Brampton, ON; Toronto, ON; and our

newest addition from Schneider Foods

in St.  Marys, ON. There are standards for

humane treatment of animals that each

plant must follow. Additionally, the
Canadian  Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)

is present at all slaughtering facilities

and monitors the entire process. The

Toronto plant is our largest processing

facility with a capacity of about 600,000

birds each week or 8,000 per hour.

Egg - continued on page 7



Egg -continued from page 6

The processing  plant has five main

components:  receiving, air chill, whole

birds, cut-up and value-add. Once the

birds are received and processed, they

go through the air chill room to cool
off.  It takes about one hour to cool a

chicken to the appropriate level  using

cold air. The air chill  process  is one of

the competitive advantages of Maple
Leaf PrimeTM  Naturally*.   It  is also

possible to chill the bird  using cold
water, which  is the process used  in St.

Marys.

The bird is then graded for quality and

weighed by an automated system.
Getting the right size of bird becomes

very important at this step because
major customers,  like Swiss Chalet,

require birds that fit in a precise size

range. Grade A whole birds are tied and

shipped out,  primarily for the

t±_TP

th              or go on to more value-added activities.

This includes making  boneless and

skinless products,  marinated chicken

and chicken sausage. The two most

popular cuts of meat by volume are
boneless skinless breast and boneless

ijf .

restaurant industry. The remainder

moves forward to the cut-up area.

The cut-up process involves a  highly

automated machine that separates the
different components -breasts, thighs,
wings and drums.  From here, the meat

may be put into trays for the consumer

skinless thighs.    The chicken  is plastic-

wrapped, labeled and,  if the customer

requests it, the UPC labels with the

weight and price are added at the

plant.

Egg -continued on page 9

Olivieri  delivers  fresh  pasta  in
BY      KRISTINA     SHORT,

OLIVIERl

0livieri has crossed the Pacific to
deliver its first orders to Costco

Taiwan. After doubling our

Costco business in the U.S. and

continuing strong growth with Costco
Canada, we answered the call to build

on our success  in Asia.

We were a bit surprised when the call

came from the Western Canada Costco
buyer regarding the opportunity to

sell our fresh pasta and sauce to

Costco Taiwan. The Taiwan buyer had

just attended an international Costco
deli buyer's meeting where she was

introduced to the Canadian and  U.S.

Costco buyers.   Fortunately, we had

just hosted several Costco buyers at

our plant the day before for a plant
tour so Olivieri was at the forefront
when the subject of new item
opportunities came up. They discussed

the top deli  items and the Taiwan

buyer became very interested in

Olivieri  upon  learning how well our

items were performing.

0ljvieri sales with both Costco U.S.

and Costco Canada have grown
substantially from 2003 to 2005.

This growth is a  remarkable

accomplishment at the third largest

U.S.  grocer given the  limited SKU

strategy. A typical Costco region only

carries three fresh  pasta SKUs, so each

new item that is authorized has to
replace a competitive  item.

OIivieri  maintains  its presence at

Taiwan
Costco by developing innovative fresh

pastas for its demanding members.
The new Taiwan business is evidence

of this success.  From our new

Portobello Mushroom & Cheese

Medallions to our Rainbow Tortellini,

Costco knows Olivieri  is a  brand that

delivers exceptional quality and value.

Now consumers from Asia can taste
what so many have come to love in
North America.

So, the next time you happen to be
shopping at Costco in Taiwan, be on

the look out for our Rainbow
Tortellini,  Herb Cheese  Ravioli  and

Alfredo Sauce!
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There's  more  [o   Maple   Lea[  than   bacon
I

MLF VP  Lakes  on
vital governmenL
relaLions  role

BY      CHERYL      LONG,

EDITOR-lN-CHIEF

Transitioning his family from
British Columbia to Ontario was

one of Rory MCAlpine's top

priorities this summer.  Immersing
himself into the Maple  Leaf Foods

culture and becoming well-versed  in all

facets of the business was another -
and one that has been ongoing since he

joined the company last November as
Vice President,  Government & Industry

Relations.

Bringing with  him  more than 20 years

of experience in government, trade and
agribusiness,  including his most recent

role as  British  Columbia's  Deputy

Minister of Agriculture,  Food and

Fisheries,  Rory is committed to

developing an effective Company-wide

government and industry relations

Program.

`'My immediate goal  is to establish the

new government and industry relations

function in  MLF, gaining  internal and

external recognition for the relevance

of effective government relations,"
Rory explained.  ''1  particularly want to

use the knowledge and resources at my
disposal to help the locs achieve their

business goals."

Rory's journey into the challenging

world of government and industry
relations began  in  1982 when  he

graduated from the University of St.
Andrews in Scotland with a Master of
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Rory MCAlpine took on the role of VP, Government & Industry Relations, in November 2005.

Arts degree in  Economics.  He soon

joined Canada's Department of Foreign
Affairs and  International Trade in

Ottawa as a Trade Commissioner with

postings in  Edmonton, Alberta;  Kuwait;
Bangkok, Thailand;  Brussels,  Belgium

(European  Union) and Ottawa,  Ontario.

The Trade Commissioner Service is

responsible for Canada's export market

development, investment attraction
and trade negotiation efforts around
the world.  ''ln the Foreign Service I  had

some proud moments and met some
very interesting and famous people.

Once, after first dropping them on the
floor,  I  presented a  big basket of B.C.

apples to Her Royal  Highness Princess

Chulabhorn of Thailand!  I also once

drank illegally imported  French

champagne with a  Kuwaiti  billionaire in

his secret basement bar! "  Rory said.

After leaving  his job in  Foreign Affairs,

Rory spent two years as Executive

Director of the National Farm Products

Council  in Ottawa, supervising Canada's

national supply management systems in

poultry and overseeing agricultural

promotion and research agencies. Next,
he moved on to Agriculture and Agri-

Food Canada,  holding several positions

including  Deputy Director,  Multilateral

Trade Policy Division;  Director,  Grains

and Oilseeds Division;  and  Executive

Director and  Director General,

International Trade Policy Directorate.

His subsequent position with  B.C.'s

provincial government came with a
staff of 320 and a  $57-million budget.



'`The agriculture and food sector is

perhaps the most heavily regulated
sector of the economy, "  Rory explained.
''There are all kinds of government

interventions that pose challenges -

everything from import controls to

regulation of health claims to the

management of foreign animal diseases

like Avian  Flu.

`'Although the food processing industry

is the second largest manufacturing

industry in Canada,  our voice is weak

relative to that of primary producers.

Maple Leaf has an opportunity to take

leadership to change that."

Strengthening that voice will be one of

the challenges Rory will face in  his role

with  Maple Leaf Foods. Aided by

assistant Heather Young and hoping

soon to find a replacement for Robert
Hunter following his move to the

Canola Council of Canada,  Rory's plans

include connecting with as many of the

Company's loc leaders as possible. The

information  he gains will  help him

demonstrate to his government
contacts that Maple Leaf ''is not just a

bacon company! "

His broad understanding of Canada,  its

economy and the agri-food sector will

be a great asset to the Company.  He's
also committed to maintaining and

building on the legacy left by Ted

Bilyea, former President of Maple Leaf

Foods International,  in  his dealings with

government officials in Ottawa.

'`1 try to be optimistic and solution-

oriented -this can help MLF stand out

from the crowd of stakeholders that
tend to come to government with only

problems and criticism,"  he explained.

Ironically,  Rory's connection with  Maple

Leaf isn't limited to his industry

experience.  His father,  Don  MCAlpine,

spent his career working for Toronto

Elevators, which  later became Maple

Leaf Mills, starting out as a feed

salesman and ending as a corporate

executive.  Maple  Leaf Mills joined

Maple Leaf Foods in  1991  as part of a

merger with Canada Packers.

Rory recently took on two volunteer

positions, which tie in  nicely with  his

position at MLF.  He joined the
International Advisory Committee to

the Dean of the Ontario Agricultural

College at the  University of Guelph and

also became a member of the Board of
Trustees for the Ontario 4-H

Foundation. This summer,  he was joined

by his family as they settled  into their

new home  in  Oakville,  Ontario.  His

wife,  Rebecca, a nurse/nurse educator,

and daughter, Amanda,16, made the

journey from  British  Columbia. Their
son Cameron,18,  is studying  Biology at

Acadia  University in Wolfville,  Nova

Scotia.

Name: Rory MCAlpine

Title: Vice President,  Government & Industry Relations,  Maple Leaf Foods

Place of Residence: Oakville,  Ontario

Where were you born and raised? I was born in Chatham, Ontario and raised in

Mississauga, Ontario.

Favourite pastimes: I  like to read, ski and swim. I am not bad at Scottish country

dancing!  And while it is not easy to admit now that I  live in Toronto,I am an

Ottawa Senators fan.

Favourite book: I love Canadian literature and l'm currently reading Three Day

Road  by Joseph Boyden.

Favorite childhood memory: The family cottage on Six Mile Lake in  Muskoka (in

Ontario).

Favorite Maple Leaf product: Dempster's Whole Grain bagels

lf you could choose one new place to visit/vacation, where would it be?
New Zealand

Egg-continued from page 7

To the Customer

Due to the short shelf life of chicken,  it

must be shipped out promptly. The

industry benchmark for chicken shelf

life  is  10 days. Temperature  is key  in

maintaining a fresh product so our

facilities are kept at  loo C or below and

the chicken must stay below 4° C.

Chicken  is shipped out in chilled trucks

to a very broad range of customers,
which  include retail  (grocery stores),

food service (restaurants) and

commodity (open market).   By-products

are sent to Rothsay for processing. In

addition,  MLFF ships a  portion of our

chicken to  Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

as an input for their processes.

This is the point where the consumer

becomes involved  by purchasing our

chicken products, completing the long

value chain that touches the many

facets of Maple Leaf.

*Canada's leading brand of chicken
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Keeping pets  healthy and happy for  20 years
BY     ANNETTE      HEIM,      MAPLE      LEAF      ANIMAL      NUTRITloN

June 2006 marked an

important
anniversary for the Pet Food

plant and business at MLAN

(Shur-Gain)  in St.  Marys,

Ontario. As the largest

Canadian-owned and
-operated dry pet food

manufacturer, we are
celebrating 20 years of

successes. Throughout the

changes and challenges that

accompany such a milestone,

one thing has always

remained constant -the Pet
Food team has always

embodied the Leadership

Edge Values.

In  1986,  Shur-Gain  began

expanding new growth
opportunities in  nutrition,

Members of the MLAN Pet Food team: (front row, I-R) Dean Schofield,
National Sales Manager, Pet Specialty; Scot MacMillan, Production Manager;
(middle row, I-R) Lisa Plaquet, Pet Food Nutritionist; Annette Heim, National
Sales Manager, Mass & Grocery; (back row, I-Ft) Debbie Dust, General
Accountant; and Linda Greason, Pet Food Customer Service. Missing from the
photo is Dale Maksymyk, Vice President, Central Region.

evolving into the dry pet food
market and added a pet food operation to the existing site in

St.  Marys.  In June of that year, with only six employees and six

formulas, volume reached about 5,50018-kg bags per week

during our first year. The team focused on growth and the
business grew steadily each year.

By the mid-'90s,  MLAN further invested  in the business with

warehouse additions and a second extruder line that doubled

the plant's capacity.  Business grew rapidly with  Loblaws'

private label products and the expanded distribution of our
Pet Specialty brands as well as the feed dealer network. Our

customer-focused efforts paid off in  1995 when Loblaws

named Shur-Gain Supplier of the Year. Volume peaked  in  1999

as our brands were sold in  12 different countries and we

supplied several  large private label customers.  In 2000, we

acquired MultiMar, which expanded our branded presence in

the grocery channel.
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The new millennium brought

some customer challenges -

trade barriers with  BSE  in the

United States and poultry

meal  in the European union -

which reduced the number of

global  markets in which we
could sell. Combined with

several  leadership changes,

these challenges reminded  us

that we had to embrace
change and rebuild our

business. We became Hazard

Analysis Critical  Control  Point

(HACCP) certified,  introduced
Six Sigma methodology to

improve costs and improved

our health and safety record.

The St.  Marys plant recently

received the CEO Award for

three accident-free years.

What will the next 20 years

bring? lt's hard to predict,  but Plant Supervisor Robert Pines,

who was one of the original six employees from  1986, says ''  ...

the next 20 years are only going to become more challenging

with legislation and tougher regulations for manufacturers

like us, so get used to it and accept change."

The Pet Food team is fully prepared to meet those challenges

using the Values to make good  business decisions that will

build our brands and make us a stronger player in the

Canadian pet food market. Our key pet specialty brands,
Canine Plus and Feline Plus, are found at pet specialty retailers

including Global Pet Foods. Our grocery brands,  Nutrichoice

and Supersaver, are sold at stores such as Food Basics,

Canadian Tire and Giant Tiger. We also supply the full  line-up

of Loblaws' private label.

Maple Leaf Animal Nutritiol`'s pet food plant in St. Ivlarys, Ontario.



Vision  for the  new  Green  Belt

Certification  program
BY      BRUCE      MIYASHITA,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Six Sigma  is  how we

put our Leadership
Edge Values  into  action.
Maple  Leaf's  Green
Belt  (GB)  Certification

program  is a  practical
way to learn about,

participate  in and  lead
Six Si8ma.

This spring, we updated the GB

Certification approach to

give employees more options to learn
and apply Six Sigma concepts and tools.

The new Maple Leaf GB Certification

Program has three features:

•    A points system where employees

can achieve certification  by applying

Six Sigma tools and concepts on the

job as well as leading Green Belt

projects.  Employees can customize
their approach to certification.

•    Three levels of certification to

support ongoing progression.

•     Employeestracktheir own GB

certification points and have them

validated by Six Sigma resources.

New GB  Certification  Levels

Level  1 :  150 cumulative points,  plus

attendance at any MLF Six Sigma

training course

Level 2: 300 cumulative points

Level 3: 500 cumulative points

(Employees who already have GB
certification will  be set at Level  1,  but

should ensure that they document their

previous activities in the new system.)
As employees reach Level 3, they are

eligible to apply for enrollment in the

GB Coach Certification program, which

allows them to coach and validate the

GB work of others.

Coaching and Validation:  Depending on

the complexity of the tool or project, a
BIack  Belt,  GB Coach  (a  Black Belt who

has undergone special training) or a

corporate Six Sigma Coach  is required

to validate the activity.

The new program depends on
several values:

•    Empowerment and taking

responsibility -employees are

empowered to tailor their own

paths towards certification and to
manage their histories of Six Sigma

contributions. Each of us must take

responsibility for personal

development and reach out for
coaching.

•     Learning and personal development
-the integrity of the new approach

depends on employees seeking

points only for activities that
represent new learning about Six

Sigma and are a personal stretch

I-_

relative to their own abilities and

circumstances.  GB  Certification  is

symbolic of an  individual trying  new

things, moving outside of comfort

zones and  learning about Six Sigma

in a  personal and  practical way.

•    Doingwhat'sRight-the new

program depends on trust and
judgment. Each employee knows
whether his or her GB activities truly

represent new learning and

development rather than simply

trying to ''get points for GB

certification''.  Similarly, the

validation of Green  Belt activities by

coaches will require judgment about

whether it was an appropriate use
of a Six Sigma tool or concept, if the

work represented new learning
relative to the  individual's skills and

if the work added value to the
business rather than just trying to

get points,,.

For those interested in  learning more,

materials are available  in the Six Sigma

Community of My Maple Leaf (in the

People and Roles folder, under ''New

GB Certification  Program''). You can

also ask your loc Six Sigma Champion,

Associate Champion or a  BIack Belt for

more information.
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New  oommeroials  salute

Consumer  Foods  employees
BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

S;:v:
eventeen plant employees from

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

\J (Courtland) facility in Kitchener,
Ontario and their families were saluted

in a series of three new Schneiders

commercials that exemplify a strong

brand  heritage inherently linked with

quality and craftsmanship. The
commercials launched  nationwide on

Jan.  30,  2006.

Project leader Rita Weigel,  Director,

Marketing Services, along with team

members Darryl Castle,  Marketing

Manager, and  Karen Trussler,  Records

Retention Manager, worked closely

with Toronto-based communications

company MCDonnell  Haynes. They

developed a fresh campaign that
reinforced how the time-honoured
Schneiders heritage has evolved for the

benefit of today's consumers. The idea

of using actual employees in the

commercials came about during a plant

tour.

''We were looking for a way to

demonstrate the pride that Maple Leaf

Consumer Foods has in delivering  high

quality,  great-tasting Schneiders brand

products, so using our employees was a
natural fit,"  Rita said.  ''They add a

warmth and credibility to the

commercials that connects with today's

consumers and represents the brand's
true values.''

The featured employees were selected
from a larger group of 80 who
auditioned at an open casting call  last

December. The successful candidates

were bused to Toronto and provided
with overnight accommodations and

meals during the two-day studio shoot.

Described as a once-in-a-lifetime

experience, the employees enjoyed

professional  hair and make-up sessions
before filming their commercial

portraits in their work clothes.

Salute -conft.nued on page j3

Employees featured in the commercials gathered to watch their acting debut: (front row, I-R) Cony Aarons. Mike Thibault, Carter Currier, (back row, L-Ft) Cl.ristine
Kuepfer, James Blake, Marilyn Campbell, Dominique Myrie, Randy Kirch, Helga Fischer, Tanya Pratt, Chester Sajkowski (talent/props coordinator), Rose Marie Wilt,
Theresa Mclntyre, Mark Curlier and Mark Mueller. Absent from the photo are Ryan Coles, Katherine Fowler, Kaitlyn Fowler, Ashley Raith and David Moser.
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Archived company film footage was expertly blended with commercial shots of the present-day employees.

Salute -conft.nued from page j2

The 30-second ads feature proud

employees displaying  SchneidersTM  ham,

sliced meats and wieners while two of

the employees' children joyfully sample

the products.  Each ad creatively blends

candid shots of modern-day employees

with vintage Schneiders imagery, such as

the 1950 Chevrolet delivery wagon,

which appears in the sliced meats

commercial. The employees are

identified by their first name and job

title in the commercials.

Two preview screenings were held at the

Courtland facility on Jan.  25.  MLCF

President Rick Young introduced the

commercials by thanking the project

team and the budding actors and
actresses for their hard work in

launching a major marketing campaign

in five months.

''This campaign  is all about gaining

consumers' trust in the brand,"  Rick

explained.  "I am excited to unveil three

new commercials that capture the

essence of the Schneiders brand -the

ingredients, the craftsmanship and you,

the employees."

Launched  in all  major Canadian markets,

the commercials are part of an

advertising campaign that has been

integrated into all brand

communications,  including a website

and in-store materials.  Post-advertising

testing will be conducted to measure the

ads' impact on brand av\`areness and

equity.

MLCF

products
showoased  in
Alberta

BY      MARI0N      ATWELL,      MAPLE

LEAF     CONSUMER      FOODS

Arfex, Alberta's Conference & Trade

Show, was held  in Calgary from  March

29-30 at the Calgary Roundup Centre.

This trade show is open to all

restaurant, foodservice and hospitality

personnel and is not restricted by
distributor so attendance is quite high.

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods was

Manning the Maple Leaf booth at Alberta's Arfex show are: (I-R) Terence Grienke, Marian At`^/ell, Rod
Smith, Sam Foucault and Ward Lewis.

represented  by Terence Grienke,  Brian

Stevens, Sam Foucault, Ward Lewis,

Marion Atwell, Rod Youngblood and

Rod  Smith.

Our new MSD  Italian  line and  Fully

Cooked Fajita Strips were sampled and

enjoyed by participants. We also

cooked up our Portion Control Pork

Chops at the Alberta Pork Producers
booth. Specials thanks goes to Terence

who was responsible for organizing the

set-up for this show.  His hard work paid

off when the Maple Leaf booth was
awarded  "Best Food  Booth".

MgiveLea"oods|lssu"3%



Mastering

techniques

for  positive

energy
BY      BOB      HEI)LEY,      MAPLE

LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

NOw
that you've
learned how to
assess your

attitude, l'd like to share with you some
techniques for creating positive energy
in your work life. I  must admit, though,

that mastering these techniques is a
challenge that never ends and requires

self-discipline.

Change Your  Focus

Q. Are you managing your work
demands to bring harmony in your life?

A.  Your job is your life if you are

allowing it to consume you by not

managing your time,  not leaving at a

decent hour, not breaking for lunch,

incessantly bringing your work home or

working night and day.

Set  Limits/Boundaries

Manage your time at work efficiently

and if by choice you bring some work

home, then decide on a certain time

each day/evening to do the work in a
location that allows you to concentrate

on the work at hand.
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r`.[.eate different  break times that

=Ttllow you  to  refresh,  re-energize  or
:.,:-,p[enish

lf you  usually have lunch alone, ask a

co-worker to join you or meet with an
external customer, supplier or colleague

somewhere for a pre-work breakfast or
lunch. Avoid spending your break in the

midst of office discussions or politics

since these situations don't provide

positive energy, they drain your energy.
At least once a week, instead of eating
with your co-workers, brown bag it, go

off by yourself and find a place outside

to enjoy your food.  Even a favourite

sandwich and fruit cup tastes great
when savoured outdoors.

Re-organize/re-prioritize  your
schedule

lf you are disorganized in your work

schedule,  it is time to take the bull  by

the horns and build some kind of

structure that will make your work

routine flow better, thus reducing your

stress level.  I  make daily and weekly "to

do"  lists. On the other hand,  if you are

the type of individual who keeps to a

strict schedule, consider juggling things

around a bit. Most jobs involve a variety

of tasks. As long as you perform the
tasks required,  it likely is okay to

change the order in which they're
accomplished.  Here are a few examples:

Office Work: Change the timing of your

phone calls and paper work.  Make your

phone calls to your clients in the
afternoon prior rather than calling in

the morning when it's standard. This
will set you up for success.

Manager: If you are in a position to

delegate some of your work to others,
do it. Don't assume you have to do
everything yourself. Whenever you do
this, remember your Situational

Leadership and `contract for

commitment'. Be explicit about what

responsibility you are delegating and

what support you'll give to ensure
success.

E-mail: Avoid starting your day by

diving  into your e-mail.  Prioritize your

mail and answer only those that are
essential, and then move on to other
activities before returning to e-mail.  Did

you know that Outlook has some
excellent built-in features,  like assigning

colours to prioritize your mail?

Appreciate and recognize yourself and
others: lf you've accomplished a tough

assignment, take a moment to
acknowledge it even if it's to yourself.

Keep a list of things you've completed.

If you see someone else doing

something right, then acknowledge

them. You might be surprised by the

positive energy you generate by giving
them a Bravo Bonus award.

Plan  A Vacation

Staying at home during vacation breaks
is fine for some people who understand
how to relax, but often times
workaholic-type individuals tend to

slave away when at home doing yard
work or household repairs. Planning a

vacation means that you will be more
likely to keep the commitment you've

made to yourself or other important

people in your life. Remember to work
with your supervisor in the scheduling

process.

Don't  Forget To  play

Try not to take life so seriously.  Keep

your heart light. Fear of not meeting
deadlines, burying yourself in work and

becoming a slave to your tasks is not in

your best interest. Surprisingly, taking
time out each day to play and exercise

will feed your positive energy source

and awaken your body, mind and spirit.

Afterwards, you will miraculously begin

to feel more refreshed when you tackle
the tasks required on the job.



MLFF springs  into  action  to  end
BY     JAIME      MANSER,

MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

Last year, I raised $3,000, walked 60
kilometres and enjoyed the experience of
a lifetime. This year, a team of co-
workers will be joining me during the
fourth annual Weekend to End Breast
Cancer walk.

The MLFF "Full Rack Supporters" team
of eight women and two men are
participating in this fundraiser
benefiting the Princess Margaret
Hospital. Each team member has
committed to raising $2,000 and will join
thousands of dedicated women and men
in Toronto, Ontario from Sept. 8-10 to
walk 60 kilometres over two days.

One in nine Canadian women will be
diagnosed with breast cancer in her
lifetime and one in 27 will not survive. It
is not just a women's disease -an
estimated 150 men in Canada are
diagnosed with the disease annually.
Collectively, walk participants have an
enormous impact on breast cancer
research funding in Ontario.

While they walk, many will remember
family and friends who have lost their

breast cancer

The MLFF ``Full Flack Supporters" team: (I-R) Jeff Hadall, Paula Apolinario, Anne Cisterna, Katrina Small,
Jennifer Strong, Jaime Manser and Michael Borden. Jennifer Semley, Fran Semley and Demise Desouza are
absent from the photo.

battles with breast cancer. Some will
celebrate people in their lives who are
survivors. In the words of teammate
Jennifer Strong, ``Why should the people
going through the biggest battles of their
lives be forced to do this on their own? I
know what it is like to watch someone

you love fight for their life. It's an
exhausting, all-consuming experience.
They could use a rest!"

Our team has set a personal fund-raising

goal of $25,000! Throughout the
summer, we'll be fundraising with
various events including a Golf
Tournament and Silent Auction, a Yuk
Yuk's Comedy Night, bake sales and
raffles. If you would like to make a
donation, visit www.endcancer.ca/
and select any of our team members to
make a donation online or call
416-815-WALK (9255) .

MLCF employee
motivated  tCi
join  walk
Michelle Saindon, Human Resources
Advisor at Maple Leaf Consumer Foods,
and her friend Stephanie will also join
thousands of dedicated woinen and men
in Toronto from Sept. 8-10 to walk 60
kilometres over two days during the
Weekend to End Breast Cancer
benefiting Toronto 's Princess Margaret
HOspital.

=L-.i-=.±-!:_i:EH
schoolmate to the same disease in Grade
11. Michelle is walking because she can!

I-         She completed the walk in the 2004
Weekend to End Breast Cancer andEJ   (    I,    I    I      I    r    (    >1   -:2

Princess Margaret Hospital

What is Michelle's reason for joining the
walk? She wants to make a difference
and raise a significant amount of money
for more research. Many of us can say
that cancer has affected our own family.
Michelle's grandmother passed away
due to breast cancer when Michelle was
only a few months old. She also lost a

described it as a wonderful and
overwhelming experience. Everyone was
walking for one thing. . . to find a cure.
To make a greater impact, Michelle and
Stephanie have set a team fund-raising

goal of $4,000. To help them reach this
goal, visit their personal websites at
www.endcancer.ca. You can also
make a donation online or by calling
416-815-WALK (9255).

MapleLea„oods|lssu"3%



Ivlaple Leaf's "Backyard Barbecuing" booth won an
award at Grocery Showcase West 2006.

Team  ML:  We are
all  about the
backyard  BBQ!
BY      VICKI      VAN      AS,      CANADA

BREAI)      FRESH      BAKERY

"Backyard Barbecuing" was this year's

theme for the Maple Leaf Foods booth at
the 17th annual Grocery Showcase West
2006 conference and trade show held in
Vancouver, B.C. from April 9-10.

Our booth resembled a typical North
American backyard, showcasing products
from Consumer Foods, Pork, Poultry and
Canada Bread Fresh, and served as an
innovative way to integrate products
offered by the Maple Leaf family of
companies.

Under the leadership of Dave Anderson
(Retail Sales, Consumer Foods), Arlene
Hunchak (Key Accounts, Poultry), Nick Sita
(Account Manager, Pork) and Lindsay
Morrison (Key Accounts, Canada Bread
Fresh West), this year's booth received the
"Best Marketed Booth" award.

Well done to the Western IOC teams for
building a mutually supportive team, and
for being Externally Focused and so
innovative in their approach.
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Maple  Leaf Consumer  Foods VP
retires to the  links

After more than 21 years with Schneider Foods and Maple Leaf Consumer
Foods, Wayne Short, VP Labour Relations, was honoured by friends and
colleagues at his retirement party held on May 3 in Kitchener, Ontario. An
avid golfer, Wayne was presented with a print of Deer Ridge Golf Club, a
local golf course.

MLAN  Sales  Meeting

Known as someone who wears many hats, Michel Fontaine, Quebec MIAN Poultry
Manager (third from left) received another unique piece of headwear during
the MIAN (Shur-Gain) sales meeting held last February. Michel always gives
Ilo percent despite juggling several projects at a time. Also attending the meeting
were (left to right) Scott Mccain, President and COO, Agribusiness, MLF; Yvon
Thibault, VP, East MIAN MP; Michel; and Jerry Vergeer, President, MIAN.



Building  bridges  of  knowledge  for young workers

BY      BRIAN      LANGFORD      &

BRIAN      LAM,      CANADA      BREAD

FRESH      BAKERY

Last year, students in Ontario reported
approximately 47,000 work-related
injuries or illnesses with 13,000 of those
reports resulting in a lost-time absence.

On Feb.  I I,1999, David Ellis,18, lost his

young life on only his second day on the
job at a small manufacturing facility in
Ontario. David had received very little
orientation or training (OT), and this
unfortunate incident that could have
been avoided highlighted the poor
communication and lack of controls
regarding workplace safety between the
company and the young worker.

After this terrible tragedy, David's father,
Rob EIIis, become an outspoken
advocate for workplace safety and
founded Our Youth At Work (OYAW) .
This organization is dedicated to
building relationships and
communicating the rights and

responsibilities of safety in the
workplace between corporate
champions of workplace health and
safety and our youth. Rob travels and
speaks approximately 150 days each

year to students and interested
corporations about preventing these
kinds of tragedies.

This year, OYAW partnered with the
Toronto District School Board and 28
local high schools in an effort to
simultaneously reach as many
champions as possible to build a bridge
of knowledge. OYAW invited senior and
executive staff from large corporations
to visit local high schools on one

particular day to deliver the message.
Champions who participated in this

year's event included the Ontario
Ministry of Labour, Goodyear Canada,
Hydro One, Canada Post, Glaxo Smith
Kline, Wal-Mart and Canada Bread.

On April 28, 2006, the Canada Bread
Fresh Bakery team of walter Miller (VP
of Operations), Ian Mcpherson (VP of
Human Resources), Mike Flammia

(Director of Operations -Ontario), Brian
Langford (H&S Manager - Ontario) and
Brian Lam (Management Trainee)

participated in the second annual
simulcast Our Youth AT Work at C.W.
Jeffries High School in Toronto.
Teachers Yvonne Pasian and Mike
Hardy organized the day and students
from Grades 11 and 12 participated.

A DVD presentation by Rob Ellis was
shown and then the Canada Bread team
proceeded to answer many thoughtful
and challenging questions from the
students. The students were
appreciative of the chance to learn and
ask questions, and feedback from school
faculty was very positive. It was a
successful campaign that Canada Bread
Fresh Bakery will continue to support in
the future.

Congratulations to the Canada Bread
Fresh Bakery team for their support and
commitment to workplace health and
safety!

Milestone  at  MLFF
Brandon
BY     SUSAN      B0EVE,

MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

An important safety milestone was reached at the Maple Leaf
Fresh Foods pork facility in Brandon, Manitoba last fall when
the plant attained one million hours without a lost-time
accident. In recognition of this achievement, Michael Mccain
visited the plant on April 11 to present the CEO Award for
Safety Excellence to the plant's employees. The plaque was
accepted on behalf of all by the Joint Health and Safety
Committee co-chairs, who encouraged everyone to continue
to recognize hazards, prevent injuries and work towards our

goal of zero occupational injuries.

Congratulations and thank you to all Brandon employees for
their continued efforts in making the plant a safer place to
work.

Plan-I  g+giebrat€gs  safety
achievement
BY     MARlo     ZENDEJAS,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

In March, the Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery plant in Richmond,
California reached one million hours without a lost-time
accident. This was a significant accomplishment since
Richmond's previous safety record was quite low.  Plant
Manager Rick Vargas, Jim Kalogrides, Director of Sales, and
staff set out to change that record. Safety talks, training and
employee recognition were all stepped up as everyone did
their part to make safety an important part of their daily job.

Plant -conft.nued on page j8
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Professional  development  at  MLFF

Burlington's  Power  House

BY      EI)      KONDRACKl,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

In
support of operating
improvements and

professional development in  its
Power House, Operating Engineers

recently completed Maple Leaf Fresh

Foods' new onsite Power House

Excellence Program  (PHEP)  in

Burlington,  Ontario,  raising the bar for

what the Company can continue to
expect from the team. The content of
the PHEP is immediately applicable on

the job and aligns with the

accreditation program for Ontario

provincial certification  in  refrigeration.

''Given the operational demands and

unique skills in the Power House,  it was

vital to develop and implement a

program that addresses safety and
operational performance as well as
individual employee development,''

said  Daryl  Roach,  Chief Engineer,  MLFF

Burlington.  ''The PHEP is designed to do

just that.„

ln creating this in-house program,  Daryl

and  Maintenance Manager Charlie

Postic teamed up with Hamilton's

Mohawk College to deliver 10 weeks of
''Refrigeration A" training from top

industry expert and instructor John
Fraser.  ''The program featured sessions

on refrigerants, processes and systems,

industrial systems and system operation,

Shown are: (I-R) Carlo Borsellino,  Jeff Rattle, Charlie Postic, Malcolm lvlacrae, Brian Davis, John Eraser
(instructor), Daryl Ftoach, Dave Keigan and Shame Lennox.

thermodynamics of refrigeration and

calculations," John said.  `'They were

very interested in all aspects of the

course and all showed a particularly

keen interest in the math calculations,

which are a key part of the province's
regulatory exam."

Even senior participants agreed that the

PHEP offered a great opportunity to
improve overall engineering expertise.
''All the sessions were focused on

helping us to apply the on-the-job

experience that we have and, at the
same time,  improve our skills and

knowledge," said team member
Malcolm  Macrae.

The program is also facilitating

additional professional development.

Power House teammate Steve Costerus
is obtaining his Millwright and 4th class

Operating  Engineer certification while

receiving training with colleagues at

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods in

Kitchener, Ontario.

plant -conft'nued from page I 7

To recognize this accomplishment,
MLFB treated employees and guests to a
wonderful night in beautiful Napa
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Valley, attended by Brock Furlong,
President; Michelle Fehr, VP
Operations; and Michael Smith, Safety
Manager. Rick Vargas also thanked the
employees, who enjoyed a fabulous

meal and an evening of dancing.

Reaching one million hours with no lost
time was no accident. The next target is
I.5 million hours!



Consumer  Foods  ls  team  `gets  oonneoted'
BY      IS      LEAI)ERSHIP      TEAM,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Team-builcling was  l,he

prioiiity  cluring  Lhe  ML
Consumer  Foods
Information  Services

(IS)  Team  Kick-Off,  held
Feb.17-18,  2006.

During  I,his  two-day

evenL,  members  of the
New Consumer  Foods  IS

organizaLion  gaLhered

from  across  Canada  I,o
meet, new teammat,es,
exchange  knowledge  ancl
experiences,  and  engage
in  [eam-building

act,ivities.

The theme was ''Getting Connected"

and focused on helping everyone

connect with the broader team, the
strategic direction of the company, the
DNA of Maple Leaf Foods in  Leadership

Edge and Six Sigma,  and  learn  how
"change" can be embraced as a positive

experience and catalyst for future

growth and opportunity.

The ''Getting Connected"  kick-off was

led  by Richard Rivard, VP,  Information

Services. More than 50 ls staff members

attended from Schneider Foods,  Larsen

Packers,  Mitchell's Gourmet Foods and

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods, all coming

together as one unified team to form
the new MLCF IS organization!

Here are some of the ''Getting
Connected"  highlights:

•   Many mountains to climb...  one step

at a time... we have the talent to

Members of the ls team include: (L-R) Andrea Lochner, Keith Warnock, Alan Totzke, Amid Chaarani, Kirk
Dummer, Andrew Thomas, Ftavi Vattakassery and Louise Rudland.

succeed and we're quickly gaining

momentum.

•  We're connecting with our roles, our

teammates, the business, Leadership

Edge,  Six Sigma, the lTL and so much

more...  it's an  amazing  learning

experience and a very exciting

Opportunity!

•   Change leadership will  be key... we

can all  make a positive impact!

•  Together Everyone Achieves More...

Iet's help each other... we're one ls

TEAM . . .  collective efforts towards

common goals.

•  The journey has begun... we're

building for the future and we've got
a great start!

This newly-created  IS team will  be

instrumental  in supporting the

Standardization of critical  Processes and

Systems (SPS) within Consumer Foods.

The team is now ramping up execution

capabilities, shifting attention toward  ls

process improvements,  business
communication plans and employee

training -all foundational elements

required to better service the business

and essential for success in 2006 and

beyond.

"I learned from this two-day experience

that we  have AWESOME  LEADERSHIP!

They truly are committed to building a

great IS team and, with their support,  it
is up to us to come together and give
our best performance.  Judging by how
well we managed to gel together so

quickly and easily over the weekend,
I'm certain of this success! "

Chris BIiefert,
Technical Applications Coordinator

"Change is not always a bad thing but

with new opportunities and
experiences, doors are always open that
only you can choose to close. GETTING

CONNECTED was exactly that!"

Penny Pikett, EDI Support Analyst

MapleLea"oods|lssue33%



Green  Belt  projects  showcase  drive,  initiative
BY      LISA      BLACKSTIEN,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Thanks  [,o  the  efforts of Six Sigma  project leaders,
Maple  Leaf has benefitecl  from  numerous
improvements and employees  have  increased
Lheir  skills  and  knowledge  through  their
involvement in  Six Sigma  project,s.  In  this  issue,
we  highlight the  hard wolTk undertaken by Green
Belts and  look at some  of the  latest projects.

Canada  Bread  Fresh  Bakery
(Hamilton,  Ontario)
Project Title: Weight Management

(Dough ball measurements)
Green Belt: Karen Skelton,

QA Technician
Project Type:  DMAIC

Project Kicked Off: Nov.10, 2005

Project Weight Management was
initiated by Karen to address the

current issue that dough balls are not

weighed and monitored in a consistent

manner, allowing data to be statistically

analyzed to determine variance from

CFIA specifications. The objective of the

project is to develop an improved
collection method and develop a

meaningful template (standard

operating procedure) for the
standardized collection and  reporting

of data. The intent is for these learnings

to also be applied to other areas of the
business.   Preliminary findings suggest

that a number of possible factors

identified can  be eliminated as sources

of variance, which will allow Karen to

focus her analysis on the relevant

factors. The project findings also

indicate the existing product weights

do meet CFIA specifications,  but that an

opportunity exists to reduce product

give-away. To date,  Karen has applied a
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number of Six Sigma tools including

stakeholder analysis, threat and

opportunity matrix, as well as

structured brainstorming to identify
factors contributing to variance in

dough  ball weights. She has

strengthened her knowledge of
sampling plans and developed a

structured data collection plan for

dough  ball and finished  product

weights and has been applying

statistical tools in  Minitab,  including

Control Charts and Analysis of Variance

(ANOVA) to analyze the data.

Her eagerness and comfort with the
statistical tools has resulted in  her

receiving special  permission to attend

the Advanced Statistical Concept

training currently provided to Black

Belts as a Six Sigma training  elective.

Her project team has also benefited
from  including an  hourly employee as a

core team member who has been a
strong contributor to the Define and
Measure phases of the project.

Maple  Leaf  Fresh  Foods
(Brandon,  Manitoba)
Project Title: Let Your Backbone slide

(Increase Back Rib Weight)
Green Belt: Shawn Beauchamp
Project Type: DMAIC

Project Closed: December 2005

The project was initiated out of a  Maple

Leaf Fresh  Foods -Pork Yield

Improvement Team meeting and went
from kick-off to completion within

eight weeks. The hypothesis stated that
operations could add weight to the
back rib by angling the guide bars on

the back rib saw while still  keeping our

VOC/CTQs within spec. Other factors

that were thought to affect back rib
weight included carcass side and

including or not including the midget

bone on the back rib.

A Design of Experiment (DOE) was

determined to be the best way to prove
or disprove the hypotheses. The

experiment was a three-factor, multi-

level design.  Factor One was guide bar

angle with three levels:  right angle,  left

angle and level and Factor Two was

carcass side with two levels:  right and

left. The third factor was the midget

bone with two levels: in or out. The

DOE test showed that there was a
significant increase in the weight of the

back rib when the angle of the guide
bar was at a  right angle (1/8 inch above

level on the right guide bar and  1/8 inch

below level on the left guide bar).

Results of the DOE were confirmed by

setting the guide bars at the right angle

for a week and collecting  individual

weights of back ribs. A two sample

t-test determined that there was no
significant difference between the

results of the DOE and the confirmation

run. Therefore, the improvement and

control plan was implemented. The

estimated annual benefit of the process
improvement is approximately

S,  mi,,ion.

Green  Belt -conft.nued on page 2j
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Maple  Leaf Consumer  Foods  (North
Battle ford,  Saskatchewan)
Project Title: Pump Gain Variability

Improvement
Green Belt: Sherri Swaney

Project Type: DMAIC

Project Kick-off: Sept.16, 2005

The project was initiated to improve the
variability observed  in  pump gains for

injected raw pork bellies. Since

pumping  is the first significant process
step,  it is critical that it be controlled.

The variability induced at this step flows

through the entire process,  resulting  in

significant differences in final  bacon

quality and yield.

The team began by learning the

operation of the injectors and
reviewing prior projects at North

Battle ford such as the lnj.ector Well

Being and a GB  project at the  MLCF

Moncton facility  led  by Kelly Simpson.

These proj.ects allowed the team to
focus on  key variables quickly. A small

Designed  Experiment was conducted

that allowed the team to discard
further factors. A larger Designed

Experiment was then conducted to
''zero in" on the key variables that

appear to cause the observed
variability. Sherri and  her team are now

in the process of confirming the results

and well on their way to improving the

process.

Maple  Leaf  Frozen  Bakery  (Toronto,
Ontario and  Richmond,  California)
Project Title: Grace Shuttle

Green Belt: T.J. Miller and Angel Ortiz

Project Type: DMAIC

Project Kick-off: April 2005

The transportation process between the
bakery and the outside warehouse was

to incur an annual  $15,000 cost

increase. The unanticipated financial

impact inspired this project, T.J. worked

with Angel to develop process maps.

The project team collected VOCs from

all  stakeholders,  including the supplier

seeking the increase.

With a complete map,  Suppliers Inputs

Process Outputs Customers (SIPOC)

focused in on key steps and the team

developed a Cause and  Effect Matrix to

determine root causes. After all facts

were analyzed, they engineered a

robust process,

The Improve phase confirmed that it

would be an efficient process: a  50-

percent reduction  in equipment was
required so that the facility could avoid

the rate increase. The project is

currently in the Control  phase.

Maple  Leaf  Fresh  Foods  (Winnipeg,
Manitoba  -Warman  Pork Cut
Facility)

Project Title: TKO

Green Belt: Jay Bashucky

Project Type: DMAIC

Project Kicked off: May 4, 2005

After a trip by plant staff to visit

customers in Japan,  it became apparent

that MLF's packaging was substandard

to our direct competitors and that our

product image was suffering. The goal
of the project was to differentiate our

packaging from our competitors and
ensure product reached Japan in

optimum condition.

Staff from  Maple Leaf Global  Foods and

Maple Leaf Foods Japan were involved

in all stages to provide detailed

VOC/CTQ  information as well as

coordinate testing and product

evaluation  in Japan. Our corrugate

supplier was involved  in the project

meetings and consulted at all stages for

design expertise. The resulting

packaging design  has been a  hit with
customers and resulted in requests for

exclusive usage of the colour scheme.

As a bonus,  redesign of the box

dimensions has reduced costs by more

than  $10,000 per month!  Great job by

all the team  members from  MLFF,  MLGF

and  MLFJ!

WallMart  pleased  with  bakery  products
BY      SUE      EVANS,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

Maple Leaf Bakery cumbria,              began supplying  17  lines into  10 stores,

located in the united             which eventually increased to 20 stores.

Kingdom,  began working in partnership

with ASDA Wal-Mart in  March on  Ready

to Bake Frozen Dough, producing for

their in-store  bakeries. They initially

Feedback from in-store bakery

managers has been very positive and

they're pleased with product quality.

The UK bakery is committed to building

strong supplier/customer relationships.

We all want happy customers and even
happier consumers.

MapleleatFoodsHS""%
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Quiz

1.   A whole grain  has three

parts. They are:  (Choose
three of the foLlr)

•     germ

•     bran

•     endosperm

•     wheat

2.   Bread that is darker in

colour is guaranteed to

be made from whole

grain.  (Choose one)

•     True

•      False

3.   Whole grains are bundles

of nutrition and contain:

(Choose  all that apply)

•      Fibre

.      Vitamins

•      Minerals

•      Phytochemicals

4.   When choosing  products

in the supermarket, the

ingredient list is the best

place to check if a

product is truly whole

grain or not:  (Choose one
answer)

•     True

•      False

enJJ. (ty PeJJO)
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What's  a  whole  grain?
BY      LOUISE      HUNEAULT,      GUEST      COLUMNIST

Use the  quiz  (left) to test your whole grain  smarts.  Find  the  correct
answers  in  `The whole truth  about whole grains'.

Christine Chamberlain (right) is the Director of Culinary Strategy, Maple Leaf Foods.

The whole truth  about

whole  grains

Nutrition experts tell us we should be

eating whole grains more often. But what

exactly is a whole grain? With the growing

number of products on store shelves with

words like  ''multigrain" or '`stone ground",

it can  be confusing,

Whole grains are made up of three parts:

the bran, the germ and the endosperm.

Whole grains are bundles of fibre, vitamins,

minerals and a host of phytochemicals -

those free radical zappers that are thought

to guard against many diseases. When

processed or refined, a number of the
vitamins and  minerals are stripped away.

Although scientists can't make promises,

there's research to suggest that whole

grains can lower the risk of heart disease,
stroke, diabetes, certain types of cancer and

obesity.  But the health benefits of whole

grains come from eating the whole kernel -
not  its individual  parts.

Whole grain sounding names have been

popping up on all types of foods from
breads and cereals to cookies and crackers.

Here are some tips to help you navigate

through the confusion:

•    Don'tjudge a book by its cover. Just
because a  loaf of bread  is dark in colour

doesn't mean it's whole grain. The

darker colour is often obtained by

adding molasses or a caramel-type

colouring to the bread.

•    Read the ingredient list. Words l.Ike
''multigrain'',  "ancient grains'',  ''7

grains'',  ''100% wheat"  or `'high  in
fibre" on  packaging don't necessarily

mean  much, Whole grain  products will

list a whole grain as the first ingredient

in the ingredient list.  Look for the word
''whole"  before the name of the grain

to ensure that the food contains all

Grain -conft'nuec/ on page 23
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three parts of the kernel.

•    A cookie is still a cookie. And a
''multigrain"  chip  is still  a  chip.  Just

because a food contains whole

grain, it doesn't mean it's low in fat
and sugar.  Make a point to check all

of the nutrition facts on food labels.

More exotic whole grains are finding

their way on to supermarket shelves.

Expand your horizons to include tasty

grains like wheat berries,  kamut,
bulgur,  barley,  millet,  buckwheat,

sorghum and spelt. These can be used

as main or side dishes as well  as in

stuffings, soups and salads.

Ready to serve up the healthy benefits

of whole grains for a tasty family meal?

Maple Leaf's Director of Culinary

Strategy,  Christine Chamberlain, shows

you  how with this easy and delicious

pasta dish that's ready in  minutes!

Whole  Wheat  Linguine  with  Chicken

and  Tomato  Basil  Sauce

(Serves 6)
*  1  pkg (350 g)     Nutriwise Whole Wheat Nested  Linguine

*  1  pkg (330 mL) Nutriwise Tomato and Basil Sauce

*  1/2 c.  (10 g) chopped fresh  basil

*  1  1/2 c. (280 g)  Maple Leaf Prime Naturally Chicken  Breast , grilled and then cubed

*  1/2 c.  (55 g) freshly grated parmesan cheese

*  1/2 c. (70 g) pine nuts, toasted

Cook pasta according to package directions.  In the meantime, add sauce,  basil,

chicken and  parmesan cheese to large,  non-stick skillet and gently stir until  heated

through. Drain pasta and pour into serving bowl. Add heated sauce and toss gently

to coat. Garnish with chopped pine nuts and serve.

Per serving:
Calories        Protein     Fat (Sat Fat)        Carb        Fibre            Sodium         Chol
362                      24.29         12.7g(3.3g)         38.49         6.79                667mg          66mg

focused

All  the  in
BY      CHANTAL      PELL

hamburger buns. The big

gredients for a  suooessful  summer!
LETIER      &      LUC      ARBOUR,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Bread Fresh  Bakery

vities designed to

hot dog and
news for

2006 is that for the first time, all

regional marketing teams have

been working together to
develop and set up a national

promotion.

Spearheading this great summer

promotion  is the  "Summer Sizzle"
contest. The grand  prize is quite original -

a fully-equipped  Honda CRV with  bicycles for the

promotional packages of our featured products
and register it on our promotional site.

Another exciting addition this year is a

magazine with  BBQ recipes, discount

coupons and barbecue tips that is

being distributed free nationwide.

Nearly 400,000 copies of this

promotional tool are offered as
part of in-store promotional

displays.  Merchants can take

advantage of eye-catching

merchandising  items,  including header

cards, side displayers, danglers and shelf cards.

whole family, a bike rack, a tent and a storage module. And             Many canadians will hear about Dempster's, POM and

that's not all!  Every day,  a  lucky consumer is being awarded a          Villaggio hots and hams before the end of the summer. These

prize valued between $100 and $200.                                                           are the brands that will be part of barbecues and outdoor

We've made this promotion easy for our consumers. They

must simply find the code printed on one of 16 million

activities this season!

MapleLeafFoods|lssu"3%



L`anada
Fresh  Atlantic
25 years

I i L|  .
Robert Desrocliers,
Shipper
Symonds Depot,
Bedford, NS

Jos Dube, Retail
Sales Force Territory
Manager,
Grand Falls, NB

Frozen  Bakery
40  Years

Denny Armstrong,
lvlanage',
Technical Services
Maple Leaf Frozen
US Bakery

Bread  Company,  Limited
Fresh  Quebec
25 years

Ftonald Bedard,
Manager, Sales
Planning a Logistics,
Laval, OC

Michol Boudreault,
Sanitation clerk,
L6on, Harmel, QC

Not Pictured
Jacques GtJillemette,
Pander Attendant,
Levis, Qc

Fresh Quebec ~ 30 years

\

.,,-jHilElri
Daniel Dagenais,             Yoland Lapointe,             Alvaro Riti,
Advisor, Retail sales,    Dispatcher, Laval, QC    Sanitation clerk,
Ste-Julie, OC

Not Pictured
Denis Berube, Driver,
Jean-Marchand, QC

Richard Langlois,
Folder Operator,
Beauport, QC

Yves Masse,
Services Attenda nt,
Laval, QC

Jacques Ptolemy,
Sanitation clerk,
Viau, QC

Jocelyn Richard,
Order Clerk,
Viau, OC

Viau, QC

C[aude Schram,
Wrapper, Laval, QC

Rejean Savard,
Shipper, Amos, QC

MLFF,
25  Y,e,?rs\

MLAN
{Shur-Gain)

25  Years
J'..I,r   -__._          _  _ _

John Simpson,
Shipper, MLAN East
Tiuro, Nova Scotia
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)i,

Judith Richardson,
plant Receiver

St.  Marys,  Ontario

Marjorie Walker,
Production

Judy Alce, Production Sliorry Ford, Health a
Safety Coordinator

Patricia Conley,
Department Service

Sharon MCLeod,
Production

Dianne Del Cliiaro,
Production

Lorie Dekok,
Department Service/
EPS

30  Years

Cynthia Nutt,
Production

35  Years

Ldi,J
Susan Stevens,
BIendernumbler



Recognizing  Shur-Gain's top territory  managers
BY     ANl)REW      HUNT,      SHUR-GAIN,      MAPLE      LEAF     ANIMAL     NUTluTloN

Shur-Gain (MIAN) held their annual sales meeting and awards
conference in February at the Hilton hotel in London, Ontario.
The meeting was focused on sales results for 2005 and
initiatives for driving sales ahead in 2006.  The highlight of the
event was the presentation of the annual Territory Manager
sales awards.

This award recognizes the individual on our team who has
``truly excelled".  To accomplish a "stand out" performance,

one must have a great sales strategy and even more
importantly, must execute this strategy with passion and
commitment.  Great results are not easily achieved; they are
earned.  The following Territory Managers were recognized:

Top Territory  Manager 2005,
David  Murray,  Beef  Feeding  Specialist

David Murray services a large variety of
customers in a very price competitive industry.
He is well-organized and concentrates his
efforts on high potential and future customers.
David also provides excellent service to his

customers and goes the extra mile to ensure that their needs
are met.

Runner-Up Territory  Manager  2005,
Greg  Wee\ci]©m,  Poultry  Territory  Manager

Greg Weeden had an excellent year and worked
diligently to provide great service to his
customers while significantly growing his
territory. Greg's passion, focus and execution
were all contributing factors to his results. His

attention to detail, exceptional interpersonal skills and
enthusiasm make Greg a favorite with his customers and
colleagues.

Special  Achievement Award,
I=la[i'©Id  FTijl©l{ee,  Swine  Territory  Manager

Harold started his career with Shur-Gain
(MI.AN) in 2005. In a very short time period, he
became a contributing team member. Harold
has a direct, "get it done" approach and does a

great job of focusing in on an opportunity. He
establishes what is needed to close the sale and then musters
all the resources at his disposal to assist him.

Esl  awards scholarships
for academic  excellence
BY      JOLYNN      COCHRANE,      ELITE      SWINE

Elite Swine recognized the academic achievements of five

young individuals from Eastern Manitoba during an evening of
celebration on April 3. Each student received a Leadership in
Agriculture scholarship worth $1,000 for post-secondary
education at either the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg,
Manitoba or Assiniboine Community College in Brandon,
Manitoba.

Honoured guests Dr. Michael Trevan, Dean of the Faculty of
Agricultural & Food Sciences, University of Manitoba, and
Kerry Irvin-Ross, MIA - Fort Gary, attending on behalf of the
Honourable Rosann Wowchuk, Minister of Agriculture and
Food, addressed the recipients and their parents and
encouraged them to follow their goals and future aspirations.
Don Down, Director of Production, Elite Swine, also addressed
the students with a short overview of ESI and offered
congratulatory wishes on behalf of the Company.

Scholarship recipients were chosen by each school's teaching
staff with consideration given to outstanding leadership

potential combined with strong academic abilities and active
community involvement. For more information on the Elite
Swine `` Leadership in Agriculture" scholarship or employment
opportunities, e-mail Roy Hildebrand at
hildebrh@mapleleaf.ca.

Attending the Leadership in Agriculture awards dinner were: (I)ack row,
I-R) Neil Booth, Don Down, Larry Stafford, Kerry lrvin-Ross, Dr. Michael
Trevan, (front row, L-R) Mike Plett, Derek Wolgemuth, Sa.all Laudin, Erie
Theroux and Eric Vielfaure.

MapwleafFoods|ls"e33%



Ray Ostopovich:
a  50-year
partnership  with
Canada  Bread

BY      MARK      MCLEAN,      CANADA

BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Working 50 years for the
same company is a
milestone achieved by
only a rare few. In 1956,

J|--     Rayostopovichjoined

Dempster's and when the company
decided to franchise their Direct Store

Delivery routes in 1960, Ray became one
of our first Dempster's franchisees.

Ray was based out of Peterborough,
Ontario throughout his career. He is a
loyal, committed, giving individual who
thrives on exceeding expectations. Ray
exemplified the Maple Leaf values
throughout his career and subscribed to
four main principles for success.

First, his love of people and community.
Ray is like the "King of Kensington" in
his community -it doesn't matter where
he goes, everyone knows Razor Ray.  Ray
always treated people with respect and
acted with tremendous integrity. He has
been a member of the Lions Club for 44

years and has been honored for his
contributions, receiving the Governor
General's Award for community service

and the Melvin Jones Fellowship Award
-the highest level of Lions recognition.

Second, Ray set stretch targets for
himself. He considered it important to
know where he was heading and setting

goals motivated him to aspire to greater
things. Third, Ray was externally
focused and he always tried to exceed
customer expectations, building
tremendous relationships with his
customers over the years.

Finally, Ray was dedicated and always
determined "to be the best he could be"
His work ethic was second to none. Ray
retired May 6, 2006. Canada Bread and
Maple Leaf Foods would like to salute
Ray for his dedication, both at work and
within the community.

MLFB Grain

Foods  Foundation  in

March  of  Dimes walk
BY      EMILY      LIANG      AND      PEGGY      FIDANZA,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

As
part of our initiative to provide customer value,
Maple Leaf Frozen  Bakery recently joined the

Grain Foods Foundation (GFF), whose mission  is

to increase the consumption of grain-based foods by

promoting the benefits through marketing and education.

The Foundation's tagline is  ''Bread.  It's Essential."  This

message,  paired with scientifically based health facts and

entertaining ads, has been promoted throughout the
nation  using celebrity chefs and TV personalities.

As the first in-store bakery/foodservice company to join the

Foundation, we are leading the way to increased consumer

awareness. By working with GFF and Kroger, one of our

largest customers, we are demonstrating our commitment
to communicating those product benefits directly to

consumers.
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Members of the MELFB Chicago Walk team included: (L-R) John and Jayne
Cooper with sons luke and Thomas, Peggy Fidanza, Anne Levin, Leslie and
Ftob Thud, Both Stoneburner, Liz Colella and Julie Puczek.

GFF is a sponsor of the annual  March of Dimes

WalkAmerica,  held this year on April 30 in Cincinnati, Ohio

and  Chicago,  Illinois.  MLFB`s Chicago team  held a  bake sale

at the office,  raising $177, and the total  MLFB team

contribution  reached over $800!

ln Cincinnati,  MLFB distributed over 3,000 samples of our

Grace Baking Artisan  Demi-baguettes along with coupons.

Our volunteers encouraged participants to shop at their

local  Kroger for Grace products. Our booth was quite

successful,  introducing thousands of consumers to the brand

and our artisan breads.

In Chicago, the day dawned to the most miserable weather

possible. Due to high winds and forecasted downpours, the
WalkAmerica turnout was down.  However, the Maple Leaf

team persevered!   The rain and wind never let up but that
didn't dampen the spirit of our team.



Shur-Gain  -  passionate  about
BY      JEAN-PIERRE      PICARD,      MAPLE      LEAF      ANIMAL      NUTRITION      (SHUR-GAIN)

The team at Maple Leaf Animal

Nutrition  (Shur-Gain)  is made up

of passionate and competent people -a

group that brings a high  level of
expertise to their daily work.

In Quebec, work is done in small,

performance-oriented groups. One
example is the team in charge of

technology transfer, which goes hand in

hand with research and development

(R&D).  Shur-Gain's reputation  in this field

is firmly established.

The discoveries of R&D enable us to

realize the technology transfer.  Dr. John

Metcalf is Shur-Gain's research  manager

for ruminant.  In 2002, John joined the

Shur-Gain  research team as a  Dairy

Research Scientist.  He is responsible for

the Dairy Research program and for the

development of Perfo-Lact, the world's
most advanced feeding model.
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''Our intention  is to keep this model at

the forefront of science by incorporating

features that can make the producer
more cost-effective," John explained.  `'As

a researcher with a passion for making a

difference,I believe that the

opportunities for improving the Perfo-

Lact model are hugely exciting, as we can

see how the results of our experiments

are putting money in the producer's

pocket.,,

Technology transfer involves the

application of our discoveries at the dairy

producer's level. The three main
challenges include integrating the results

of our discoveries in our feed  programs;

popularizing  research elements to
develop presentation documents; and
training dairy feed advisers to make this

knowledge easy to apply on the dairy

farms.

That's the work cycle followed by those

who have made technology transfer their

passion. Team  members include Martine

•-€=3
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dairy

C6te, Annick Lapierre,  Marie-Eve Lepage,

Yvan  Pomerleau, Jacinthe Surprenant and

Lyne Valois.

Shur-Gain was the first company to

realize that certain amino acids can  be

limiting and  has integrated this discovery

in its Perfo-Lact feed management

software. Over 15 years ago, Shur-Gain

established a group of people specialized

in the formulation of rations. This is the

Perfo-Lact Customer Service team, which

makes up over 6,000 rations a year. These

specialists know the situations on

thousands of farms across Quebec,

Ontario,  Maine, Vermont and  New York.

Based on farm data, they analyze

Shur-Gain -conft.nued on page 3J

Shur-Gain's dairy team: (I-R) John Metcalf, Jana
Pogacnik, Andiee Bourgeois, Marie-Eve Lepage,
Pierre Dionne, Regis Soucy and Francois Leclerc.
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Finance  team  holds  second  KISS  Initiative
BY      LOUISA      ALEXANDER      AND      MARK      BINKO,      CANAl)A      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

The
Canada Bread  Fresh Bakery Finance Team  in

Etobicoke, Ontario held their second annual

KISS  (Keep lt Super Simple)  Initiative and Town

Hall on  Feb.15.  In an effort to Continuously Improve, the

Finance departments brainstormed ideas to simplify processes

within their control or influence. The 2006 KISS program was

expanded to include Process Improvements, Green Belt

Projects,  Documentation/Process Maps and ls Service Requests.

Jean-Marie Chan  Kin,  Fresh  Bakery Six Sigma  Black  Belt,

facilitated a  Process Thinking exercise to teach Six Sigma

concepts.

Over 90 employees brainstormed the VOCs and CTQs for

folding a T-shirt and mapped the folding process. It was a fun

way to teach and learn because the exercise appealed to all

learning styles.   Everyone was given a chance to participate,  it

allowed reflective thinking and the exercise provided structure

and the ability to experiment.

The teams found it challenging but through discussions, some

teams identified a clear process. One team's "customer" was a
high-end retailer. The team agreed that the neckline was more

important than the sleeves, so they wanted to showcase the
front of the shirts. At the end of the exercise, a video

presentation demonstrated a quick and efficient way to fold a
T-shirt.

''The benefit of the exercise awakened you to the reality of

what is still out there; new ways of doing things," said Pat

Moore, Accounts Receivable.

Members of the Accounts Payable team participating in the KISS Initiative
were: (I-Ft) Anabela Sousa, Elena C`/otkorvka (now an Accountant), Gilda
Germano  and Julette Lewis. Standing is Black Belt Jean-Marie Chan Kin,
who facilitated tlie Six Sigma portion of the Town Hall.

''What I took away is that Six Sigma is a tool that we can use

to help simplify the process of our day-to-day work," said

Myrline James,  Master Files Department.

''As usual, the challenge was to work effectively as a group

identifying the framework and developing a process for

solving the problem,"  said Catherine Balant, Special  Projects

Manager.  ''Jean-Marie walked through the audience asking

groups about their solution and tying the comments to the
various theoretical points that needed to be made, such as

consistent repeatability of the process."

A  out above  for  oanoer
Peter Maycock (left),  Managing Director, and Paul Clarke, VP

Finance, smile as they're treated to a close cut by hairstylists

from a  local salon who donated their time to the Great Maple

Leaf Bakery Auction of 2006,  held on  May 26. Organized  by

Maple Leaf Bakery UK,  Rotherham,  England  in support of the

Aurora Centre in Mexborough, South Yorkshire, the event was

especially important to Paul Clarke, whose wife was recently

diagnosed with breast cancer. The event raised approximately

£2500.  All proceeds, raised through sponsored head shaves,

managers'  leg waxing, an auction of some of the managers.

time, a barbecue and an employee raffle, were donated to the
Aurora Centre.
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An   HR  s[or
BY      NATALIE      BELL,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

Alison
Moist's foray

into  Human

Resources

began  in  1999 at the University of

Manitoba where she achieved her

Bachelor of Arts degree with majors in

Sociology and  Criminology. Alison was

attending evening classes at the

university when the placement agency

she was registered with found a

position for her at Maple Leaf Fresh
Foods in Winnipeg,  Manitoba as a

Receptionist/Office Coordinator.  Later,

she accepted a  position as a Clerk in the

Export Department to gain more office

experience.

In  May 2002, she applied for and

accepted a  position as HR

Administrator.  In June 2003,  Alison

completed her HR Management

Certificate program and in September

she was promoted to HR Generalist.  In

October 2004, Alison earned  her CHRP

Certification and was awarded her

designation. The following summer,

Alison was promoted to the position of

HR Supervisor.

Alison has been married to her husband

Jay for the last 21/2 years and they

recently celebrated the arrival of their

first baby,  Rae,  in  March. She grew up

in  East  Kildonan/North  Kildonan  in

Winnipeg.  Her hobbies include reading

romance novels, playing with her puppy

Becks, traveling (her favourite

destination  is Cuba),  baking -watch

out Martha,  her chocolate chip cookies

are to die for -and playing and
watching soccer. She would also like to

train to run a marathon next year.

HR Supervisor Alisoh Moist enjoys the
challenges of human resources.

Some of Alison's major

accomplishments at MLFF include the

creation of a formal  Discipline

Procedure binder and Attendance

Management System for supervisors,

policy development, and the adoption
and  implementation of the Onboarding

model for hourly employees. Alison

recently led a Green Belt proj.ect for the

re-launch of the Employee Suggestion

Award Program, served as co-editor of

the WinnipIG  Post Newsletter for which

she received a Bravo Bonus award and,

most importantly,  has helped to

develop a strong  HR department
manned by two Generalists and a

Coordinator. For a period of time,

Alison was the sole  individual  in  HR at

Warman Road with assistance from her

mentor, Steve Leblanc,  Director,  Human

Resources,  Manitoba.

Alison  is looking forward to returning

from her maternity leave to the
challenging excitement of Human

Resources in the winter of 2007.

improve

Pizza  chai
BY      KEVIN      GALLANT

goes  Oh  Naturel!
T,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

come the
restaurant

Schneiders

Oh  Naturel!  meatless product.

Beginning  in early June,  all  of

Panago's  156 franchises in Canada

began serving Oh  Naturel!  Meatless

Pepperoni.

"This meatless pepperoni  is a great

product that matches with Panago's
statement of quality. This Oh  Naturel!

Kovin Gallant, (left) Maple Leaf Foodservice
Sales Manager of B.C. Chains, and Panago
Corporate Chef Jason Symington share the first
Panago 0h Natilrel! pepperoni pizza.

pepperoni product has a very
authentic appearance and is

combined with a wonderful flavour

profile," said Panago Corporate Chef
Jason Symington.  ''This product is

going to surprise a lot of people in a
very tasty and healthy way."

As health smart alternatives continue

to become more important, Panago is
investigating several other Oh

Naturel!  meatless products.  Maple

Leaf continues to supply Panago with

Natural Smoked  Pizza  Ham, Salami

and  Bacon Chips.
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R&D  meets  Six  Sigma  in  Chicago
BY      GLENN      RAMSUMAIR,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

This year, the Maple Leaf Frozen
Bakery Research  &

Development annual meeting was held

from April  18-20 at the corporate

office just outside Chicago,  Illinois.  It

incorporated a full-day session on Six

Sigma theories and tools, designed to

build on our current processes and

understandings.  With the R&D team

dispersed across North America,  it was

an excellent opportunity for the team
to discuss and engage in activities face

to face.

Glenn  Ramsumair,  R&D  Manager, and

Jim Scott, VP of Six Sigma,  developed

this session, which was geared more

specifically towards the functions of

the  R&D team.   Six Sigma  Black  Belts at

the Chicago head office,  Hanson  Lam

and  Michael  Bilos,  presented

informative sessions packed with

activities focusing on various methods

and tools within the realm of Six

.+ tl (`\£:

Sigma.  From determining the Voice of

the Customer (VOC) and Critical to

Quality (CTQ) factors to Fishbone
diagrams,  Design of Experiment (DOE)

and  Measurement System Analysis

(MSA), these sessions highlighted
current practices and  provided the R&D

team with more in-depth tools that
would benefit their dedicated tasks.

Using a creative example, the Black

Belts focused on the importance and

usefulness of Design of Experiment

(DOE). This is a structured  and

organized method for determining

relationships between factors affecting

a process and its output. The session

also explored DOE software, which can

significantly reduce the number of

required tests. This would  be a

valuable tool  in gaining greater

understanding of process capabilities

and  problem-solving.

Instead of measuring  bagels and rolls,

the R&D team was presented with an
even more challenging task -

measuring  balloons!  We had to

develop a procedure with just strings

and rulers to consistently measure

balloons of different sizes between
three operators.  This exercise helped

the team explore various aspects of the
Measurement System Analysis (MSA)

method, another Six Sigma tool.

The session  provided many

opportunities for the team to
continuously grow and change.   In

turn, the R&D team can further expand

its scope of creativity surrounding

Frozen  Bakery products.

Taking part in the MLFB Ft&D annual meeting are: (seated, I-R) Andra Persad, Sergio Albuquerque, Kuldeep
GTewal, Ed Nashawaty, Ann IV]cDOTiald, (standing, I-R) Milesa Chu, Brieon Ross, Jennifer Spanos, Darryl
Minch, Michael Bilos, Stephan Barbiero, Hanson Lam, John Cooper, Brandy Souther and Glenn Ramsumair.



Tools  You  Can  Use
Characteristic  Selection  Matrix

This tool can be useful  in any

decision-making  process.  It is  used

in  many projects to assist in

converting the voice of the

customer (VOC) to critical to quality

(CTQ) characteristics and to rank

1. Determine the key factors
that you want in your new
home - VOCs.

I

Island  in  kitchen

Bay window-front of  house

Large backyard

Fence around  backyard

Bedrooms

Bathrooms

Appliances  included

(fridge,  stove, washer,  dryer,
dishwasher)

Overall  Score

BY      LISA      BLACKSTIEN,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

which CTQs are most important to

meet. It then allows you to rank

potential solutions based on how
they meet the CTQs and determine

an overall score on which to base

your decision. Our example shows
how this tool can be used when

buying a  house.

2. Ti.anslate those into
CTQs by deciding how
you will measure if the
new home meets those
needs.

I

ls there  an  island?

Dimensions  of window

Square feet

ls there a fence?

Number of bedrooms

Number of bathrooms

Number of appliances

3. Rank all factors to
determine which one is
most important to you
and which is the least.
This will be the weight-
ing you use to deter-
mine an overall ``score"
for each house you are
comparing.

Rate each
house on a
scale of 1-10
on how they
meet each
CTQ-

5. Multiply the rating
by the weighting
you've given each
CTQ, and then add
the columns down
for the ``score" of
that particular
house. We have a
winner!

SHUT-Gain  -conft.nued from page 27

individual  needs and suggest a

personalized  ration at the best possible

price.

Perfo-Lact is also used  by dairy advisers

working at Shur-Gain's service centers.

These experts play a major role in the

transmission of information and the

concrete application of discoveries.

Shur-Gain dairy feed advisers have solid

academic training combined with

practical field  experience. All  advisers
must have a solid understanding of new

discoveries in order to apply them

correctly on dairy farms. This is why

Shur-Gain developed a continuous

training program called the DNA (Dairy

Nutrition Adviser)  program.

We need to be able to count on reliable

analysis to make informed feed

recommendations. That's the job of the

laboratory team headed by chemist

Jana  Pogacnik. This laboratory,  located

in Saint-Hyacinthe,  Quebec,  is of

international caliber and is focused on

innovation.

The R&D team, the people in charge of

technology transfer, the members of

the Perfo-Lact Customer Service

department and the dairy feed advisers
who visit the producers every day make

up a unique centre of expertise in North
America. This level of knowledge is

enriched daily by improvements in

genetics, herd management and
feeding strategies.

Behind the Shur-Gain  name, there are

people who wake up every morning
with a  passion for dairy production.  By

sharing this passion and knowledge

with our clients, dairy production will

continue to prosper in our country.
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Mess!
FOODS

Do you love the taste of sausages,  but find that you just

don't have the time in the morning to make them? Problem

solved.  Introducing  new Maple Leaf Fully Cooked Sausages,

ready in less than two minutes. Now you can have the great

taste of sausages as quickly as you can make toast. Because

our sausages are microwavable, there is little mess and clean

up involved in preparation. To make things easier, each

package is resealable, allowing you to prepare as much as

you want and refrigerate the rest. Now it's easy to enjoy a
hot, delicious breakfast any day of the week. This type of

convenience is vital with today's busy lifestyles. When

exploring the concept, the Consumer Foods team took a  look
at our neighbours down south. The findings? Refrigerated,

fully cooked sausages, already present in the U.S.,  have

taken the market by  storm, accounting for over 20 percent
of breakfast  sausage category sales and still growing. This

indicates the strong need for a convenient breakfast sausage

product in Canada.  Maple Leaf is the logical choice to  take
the lead  in this category and drive sales.  New Fully Cooked

Sausages are available in three different varieties -Original

Links,  Real  Maple  Links and  Original  Rounds.  Look for them

in the refrigerated section at your local grocery store and

enjoy them today.


